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Abstract—Mobile Edge Learning (MEL) is a learning
paradigm that facilitates training of Machine Learning (ML)
models over resource-constrained edge devices. MEL consists of
an orchestrator, which represents the model owner of the learning
task, and learners, which own the data locally. Enabling the
learning process requires the model owner to motivate learners
to train the ML model on their local data and allocate sufficient
resources. The time limitations and the possible existence of
multiple orchestrators open the doors for the resource allocation
problem. As such, we model the incentive mechanism and resource allocation as a multi-round Stackelberg game, and propose
a Payment-based Time Allocation (PBTA) algorithm to solve the
game. In PBTA, orchestrators first determine the pricing, then
the learners allocate each orchestrator a timeslot and determine
the amount of data and resources for each orchestrator. Finally,
we evaluate the PBTA performance and compare it against a
recent state-of-the-art approach.
Index Terms—edge learning, distributed learning, incentive
mechanism, stackelberg game.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The emerging technologies and applications at the network
edge have generated vast amounts of data. Such data enables
the deployment of Machine Learning (ML)-based services
such as crowdsensing [1] on resource-constrained edge devices
(e.g., Internet of Things (IoT) devices). Previously, the data
was sent to the cloud to utilize its resources and perform the
training of ML models. However, due to the latency overhead
and the limitations of communication resources along with
privacy concerns, moving such data to the cloud has become
impractical. Instead, edge-based schemes, such as Mobile
Edge Learning (MEL) [2], were shown to be more practical,
that is, learning tasks (i.e., the training of ML models) are
distributed across the edge devices to utilize their available
computational resources. In MEL, there are two main entities:
1) Orchestrator (a.k.a. parameter server) which owns the
ML model, governs the distributed training, and synchronizes
it, and 2) learners, which have local datasets and available
computational resources.
However, edge devices are hesitant to become learners and
share their resources as well as offer their private data for
training without being compensated. Moreover, the performance of the distributed training deteriorates without sufficient
data and computational resources [3]. Hence, it is crucial for
orchestrators to incentivize and motivate as many edge devices
as possible to become learners and engage in the learning
process in an active and reliable manner.
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Incentive mechanism design in the literature have been
modeled with different approaches such as: Stackelberg Game
(SB) [4], [5], [3], [6], Auction Theory [7], [8], [9], [10] and
Contract Theory [11], [12], [13]. For instance, in [4], the
SB formulation was adopted, and the aim was to minimize
the total training time given the learner’s computation capacity. In order to do so, the orchestrator tries to incentivize
learners to increase their allocated computational resources
for the learning task. On the other side, the learners will
determine the computational resources such that their revenue
is maximized, and the computation energy is minimized.
Similarly, the authors in [5] aimed at optimizing the total
training time for the orchestrator, and the energy consumption for the learner. A Deep Reinforcement Learning (DRL)
algorithm was proposed to capture the network dynamics and
adapt the orchestrator’s and learners’ strategies accordingly.
A more generic approach has been proposed in [3], where
the orchestrator utility has been expressed in terms of the
learning accuracy and the payment. The modeled learning
accuracy function depends on the number of data samples
that will be included in the training process, where training
on more unique data samples results in increasing the learning
accuracy. The learners’ utility is expressed in terms of revenue,
communication, and computation energy consumption, and
their strategy is to determine the number of data samples in the
training. As for auction-based incentives, a generic approach
was proposed in [7], where the learners first bid in terms
of their resources, then the orchestrator collects the bids and
determines the top K bidders that will be considered in the
training. Whereas in [8], the authors formulated the auction
problem in the context of cellular networks. The learners first
determine their strategy in terms of transmission power and
computation capacity based on an allocated bandwidth and
incentive, then at the orchestrator’s side, the learner selection
problem is formulated as a knapsack problem and solved via
a greedy-based algorithm.
While previous works have either considered optimizing
only the amount of data or their resources, none of them
considered the case of multiple learning tasks within the
same environment. In our work, we consider the case of a
multi-orchestrator MEL system, where each orchestrator has
a different learning task, and learners have multiple datasets
each of which is associated with a learning task. It is important
to notice that our work is not multi-task learning with a
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single orchestrator as referred to in [14] and [15], but it
considers multiple single learning tasks, where each task is
administrated by a unique orchestrator. To this end, we aim to
address the following research questions: (1) How much data
and resources should each learner allocate to a learning task?
(2) Should the learners engage in a learning task in the first
place? (3) What is the optimal number of training iterations
and pricing from an orchestrator to motivate as many learners
as possible to engage in its learning task? As such, the main
contributions are summarized as follows:
1) We formulate the orchestrators-learners interactions in
the learning process as a multi-round SB game, where
each round represents a global cycle, the orchestrators
act as leaders and the learners act as followers.
2) We propose a Payment-based Time Allocation (PBTA)
algorithm where learners divide their given time frame
based on the orchestrators’ pricing and determine their
strategy accordingly, whereas the orchestrators’ strategy
is determined by adopting the backward induction algorithm.
3) We assess the performance of the proposed algorithm
and compare it against a recent state-of-the-art technique.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: we present
the system model in Section II. Then the game formulation
is described in Section III. The proposed algorithm is then
presented and discussed in Section IV. Finally, we show the
simulation results in Section V before we conclude in Section
VI.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this work, we consider a MEL system with multiple
orchestrators, where each orchestrator has a different learning
task with a different learning model and dataset.

Fig. 1. Test accuracy with varying number of iterations and amount of training
data considering different KLDs

previous works have adopted an empirical accuracy function
by either considering the number of iterations for a given
local accuracy [8], [11], the amount of training data only [3],
or the amount of data with its quality in [9]. In our work,
we conducted experiments on the FMNIST dataset [17] to
measure the global accuracy for an aggregated model within
one global cycle, considering a different number of local iterations and statistical distributions characterized by KullbackLeibler divergence (KLD). The KLD metric measures how a
data distribution is far from the optimal data distribution, i.e.,
the uniform distribution. According to the results shown in
Figure 1, we observe that the empirical accuracy function can
be given by:
X
Ao = δ1 κ1 × τo log(1 + δ2 κ2 ×
nl,o ),
(1)
l

A. Learning model
1) Preliminaries: In our system, we consider O orchestrators and L learners, where each learner has O local datasets
with No data samples. Each orchestrator o sends the learning
task to the set of participating learners, denoted by Lo , in terms
of the ML model parameters. Afterward, each participating
learner runs τo local training iterations of Stochastic Gradient
Descent (SGD) on nl,o data samples to minimize its local
loss function. Thereafter, the learners send back the trained
ML model parameters to each orchestrator, where the latter
aggregate these parameters by performing weighted averaging
on the received models. Each orchestrator then keeps sending
the model back and forth synchronously for a fixed number
of global cycles. Interested readers can refer to [16] for more
details.
2) Accuracy function: Designing a function that accounts
for the model learning accuracy is challenging since it depends
on numerous parameters such as the number of local iterations
and global cycles, the amount of training data, and the data
quality in terms of the statistical distribution of the dataset,
the learning rate...etc. Within one global cycle, some of the

where nl,o is the amount of data from a learner l, δ1 , δ2 are
regression parameters, κ1 and κ2 are parameters that account
for the statistical distribution of the data across learners. Such
function can be a generalization of the one that was proposed
in [3], where if we considered an ideal statistical distribution
and fixed number of training iterations both functions will be
identical. It is worth noting that the accuracy function is a
concave function with respect to nl,o and τo . However, if the
data distribution across learners is highly skewed and completely non independent and identically distributed (non-IID),
the concavity is no longer maintained since the parameters κ1
and κ2 play a big role in shaping the function surface.
B. Communication and Computation models
For the communication model, an orthogonal frequencydivision multiple access (OFDMA) is considered in the system
for the uplink and downlink access. We assume each orchestrator operates on a different bandwidth Wo , and each bandwidth
is divided into sub-channels, where each participated learner
l is allocated a sub-channel with bandwidth Wl,o such that
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P

l∈Lo Wl,o ≤ Wo . Therein, the achievable uplink rate for a
learner l to an orchestrator o can be expressed as:
up
rl,o

= Wl,o log2 (1 +

up
γl,o
),

(2)

up
where γl,o
is the Signal-to-Noise ratio (SNR) and is given by
Pl,o hl,o
up
γl,o = Wl,o No , Pl,o is the learner’s transmission power, hl,o is
the channel gain and No is the noise power density. Similarly,
with the assumption of channel reciprocity (i.e., hl,o = ho,l ),
Po,l denoting the orchestrator fixed transmission power and
P ho,l
d
, the achievable downlink rate can be
and SNR γl,o
= Wo,l
l,o No
expressed as:
d
d
rl,o
= Wl,o log2 (1 + γl,o
).

(3)

In every global cycle, the number of bits that a learner l
receives from an orchestrator o can be defined as:
Boweights = Sow Vow ,

(4)

where Sow denotes the total number of weight parameters in the
model and Vow denotes the bit per weight value. Accordingly,
the total time required to send and receive the models can be
express as:
comm
Tl,o
=

Boweights
B weights
+ o d
.
up
rl,o
rl,o

(5)

τl,o nl,o Co
,
fl,o

We formulate the incentive mechanism problem as a multiround SB game [19]. Each round in the game represents a
global cycle in MEL with two types of players: the orchestrators and the learners. There are two stages in each round. In
the first stage, the orchestrators act first as leaders, and in the
second stage, the learners act as followers. Before the start of
each round, we assume some information about the learners’
resources is already available on the orchestrators’ side.
In the first stage, each orchestrator o broadcasts to the
learners its learning task (e.g., the ML model complexity) and
its strategy in terms of 1) the monetary service price ρl,o (i.e.,
$/CPU Cycle), and 2) the number of local training iterations
τo . Thereafter, in the second stage, the learners decide their
strategy in terms of 1) the amount of data to participate in
each learning task nl,o , 2) the allocated CPU frequency to
each task fl,o , and 3) the uplink transmission power to each
orchestrator Pl,o . In our MEL system, each global cycle in
the game for all the players is time-limited by Tmax . After
each player determines its strategy, the set of learners Lo that
have decided to participate with an orchestrator o is formed
for each orchestrator to perform the distributed ML training
process. Afterward, the game is repeated for a predetermined
number of global cycles.
A. First Stage: the Orchestrators’ Side

As for the computation, the time required to train the ML
model for τo local iterations is given by:
comp
Tl,o
=

III. S TACKELBERG G AME F ORMULATION

(6)

First, we define the payment function for each orchestrator
o as follows:
X
Γo (ρo , τo ) =
Co ρl,o × τo × nl,o × cl ,
(11)
l

where Co is the model computational complexity (i.e., CPU
cycles per data sample) and fl,o is the assigned CPU resources
to an orchestrator o.
Subsequently, we define the energy consumption models in
the system. As the energy consumed for communications is
the product of the transmission power with the transmission
time, a learner’s communication energy consumption can be
given by:
Pl,o Boweights
comm
El,o
=
.
(7)
up
rl,o
As for the computation energy consumption, we adopt the
energy model in [18], which can be defined in our system as:

where ρl,o is the monetary price, ρo represents the price vector
for all the learners, and cl ∈ [0, 1] represents the capabilities
factor of a learner l, where learners with higher capabilities
get paid more than the weak ones. Therein, we can define the
orchestrator o utility function as follows:
Uo (τo , ρo ) = Ao (τo ) − Γo (ρo , τo ),

where Ao (τo ) is defined in Eq. (1). Each orchestrator tries to
determine the pricing for each learner and the number of local
iterations such that their utility function is maximized. Accordingly, each orchestrator strategy is determined by solving the
following optimization problem:

(8)

max

where µ is the on-chip capacitance constant. Consequently, we
can express a learner’s total time and energy consumption for
a learning task as follows:

s.t.

comp
2
El,o
= µτo nl,o Co fl,o
,

comp
Tl,o

comm
Tl,o
,

(9)

comp
comm
El,o = El,o
+ El,o
.

(10)

Tl,o =

+

It is important to mention that since the values of nl,o , fl,o
and Pl,o are always positive, it can be easily proven that the
energy consumption El,o is a convex term.

(12)

ρo ,τo

Uo (τo , ρo )
Γo ≤ Bo

(13)

τl,o ≥ 1
ρmin ≤ ρl,o ≤ ρmax
where Bo is the budget of the orchestrator.
B. Second Stage: the Learners’ Side
We first define the revenue function for a learner l from an
orchestrator o as follows:
Rl,o (nl,o ) = Co ρl,o × τo × nl,o
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(14)

Consequently, the learners’ utility function can be defined as
follows:
X
Ul (nl,o , fl,o , Pl,o ) =
Rl,o (nl,o ) − El,o (nl,o , fl,o , Pl,o ).
o

(15)
Each learner seeks to maximize its utility via participating
in the best profitable learning task and allocating the least
possible resources to endure the least energy consumption,
while respecting the round time constraint Tmax . Such strategy
can be determined by solving the following optimization
problem for each learner as follows:
max

nl,o ,fl,o ,Pl,o

s.t.

Ul (nl,o , fl,o , Pl,o )
X
Tl,o ≤ Tmax
o

nl,o ∈ [nmin , No ]

(16)

fl,o ∈ [0, fmax ]
Pl,o ∈ [0, Pmax ]
where nmin is the minimum number of training data samples,
fmax and Pmax are the maximum CPU frequency and transmission power, respectively. The value of nmin is determined
by the orchestrators since it is a learning requirement to
guarantee a minimum learning experience for the ML model.
One can notice that even though the learner’s utility function
is concave, it is still intractable to analyze and derive closedform solutions for the strategy. However, closed-form solutions
are required for the backward induction algorithm that solves
SB games. In the backward induction algorithm, the learner
optimal strategy (e.g., the amount of training data nl,o ) has to
be obtained and expressed in terms of the orchestrator’s strategy (e.g., the pricing ρl,o ) such that the tradeoff optimization
in the orchestrator’s utility is introduced. After that, each orchestrator solves its optimization problem with any optimizer
(e.g., interior-point methods, branch-and-bound) to obtain its
optimal strategy. In what follows, we aim to simplify the
learners’ optimization problem such that it becomes tractable
to analyze and derive closed-form expressions for the learners’
strategy.
IV. T HE PAYMENT- BASED T IME A LLOCATION
A LGORITHM
In this section, we propose a heuristic algorithm to simplify
the optimization problem. More specifically, we propose the
Payment-based Time Allocation (PBTA) algorithm, where
learners split the round time frame Tmax between the orchestrators based on what each orchestrator pays per data
sample. Precisely, the time allocated for a learning task from
an orchestrator o for learner l is defined as follows:
Co ρl,o
× Tmax
(17)
Tl,o = P
o Co ρl,o
where the term Co ρl,o represents the pricing per data sample
(i.e., $/data sample). The allocated time for each task is
dependent on the relative ratio between the payment for this
task and the total payments from all tasks. As a result, the

learners will allocate more time to the learning tasks which
have better payments than the others. Moreover, we know that
for each learning task there are communication times, where
learners download and upload the ML models, and computation time, where learners perform the training iterations on
the ML model. As such, we denote θcomp and θcomm as the
proportion of the time frame Tl,o given for computation and
communication, respectively, such that θcomp + θcomm = 1.
As a result, the computation and communication time can be
given by, respectively:
comp
comm
Tl,o
= θcomp Tl,o , Tl,o
= θcomm Tl,o

(18)

Generally, the values for θcomp or θcomm have a two-way
dependency relationship with many parameters such as the
amount of training data, the time frame of the learning task, the
CPU frequency, the transmission power...etc. In other words, to
determine one value of these parameters, the other values have
to be known. Since our main aim is to optimize the learner’s
strategy, we deal with θcomp and θcomm as hyperparameters in
the system, and then study the behavior of the learners while
varying their values in the simulation to obtain their optimal
ones.
After the communication and computation time for each
task is now given, we can now determine the required CPU
frequency and the transmission power for a learning task,
respectively, as follows:
(n τ C
l,o o o
fl,o ≤ fmax
comp
Tl,o
(19)
fl,o =
0
fl,o > fmax

Pl,o =










2

σ
hl,o

2

weights
Bo
rl,o
weights
Wl,o r D T comm −Bo
l,o l,o

(

!

)


− 1 , c ≥ 0

0,

c<0
(20)
where c = Pmax − Pl,o . The terms are derived directly from
Eq. (6) and (5), respectively. Nevertheless, if a learning task
requires CPU frequency or transmission power greater than
fmax and Pmax , respectively, the learner will disregard the
learning task as it asks for resources more than the available,
and might endure higher energy consumption. We can notice
that the CPU frequency term is now expressed in terms of
the amount of data nl,o , while the transmission power does
not depend on nl,o , but rather depends on the communication
channel and time parameters only. Therefore, the communication energy term can be dropped from the learner optimization
problem, and the computation energy term is expressed in
terms of nl,o only.
Lemma 1: Given the time required for the communication
comp
comm
Tl,o
and computation Tl,o
for a learning task, the
optimal number of training data samples can be given by:

nl,o < nmin


√0
ϕl ρ3l,o
nl,o = τ P C ρ
(21)
nmin ≤ nl,o < No

 o o o l,o
No
nl,o ≥ No
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where:

θcomp Tmax
√
ϕl =
3µ

Algorithm 1: Payment-based Time Allocation with
backward induction
Input: θcomp , θcomm , Tmax , ϵ
At the orchestrators’ side:;
Distribute the learning task details across the learners;
t = 0;
while |Uot − Uot−1 | > ϵ, ∀ o ∈ O do
foreach orchestrator do
Receive payment vector ρto from orchestrators;
Optimize Uot ;
Evaluate Uot and obtain τot and ρto ;
Send ρto to other orchestrators ;

(22)

Proof. The proof can be found in Appendix A.
In Lemma 1, we can see that the amount of data for a task
scales with the relative ratio between its payment and the other
payments, where if the payment is relatively higher it gets
allocated more training data. Moreover, the lower bound nmin
is specified by the orchestrator, where if the learner decides
to contribute with training data less than required, the strategy
is rejected and it will not be considered by the orchestrator.
If a task is rejected from either the learner or the orchestrator
side, the learner will distribute its allocated time to other tasks
equally. As such, the research questions (1) and (2) have been
answered for each learner strategy. In what follows, we answer
the last research question for the orchestrators’ strategy.
Since the learners’ strategy is now represented as a function
of the orchestrator strategy, i.e., nl,o (τo , ρl,o ), the orchestrators
utility function can now be re-written as follows:
Uo (τo , ρl,o ) = δ1 κ1 × τo log(1 + δ2 κ2 ×

X

t = t + 1;
Send the payments ρl,o and number of iterations τo for
each learner;
———————————————————;
At each learner side:;
Receive the payments ρl,o and number of iterations τo ;
C ρ
Tl,o = P oCol,o
ρl,o × Tmax ;
o
comp
comm
comm
Tl,o
=θ
Tl,o ; Tl,o
= θcomp Tl,o ;
P = {ρl,o }o∈O ;
for i = 1:O do
o = arg maxo P ;
n τo C o
fl,o = Tl,ocomp
;
l,o
!


weights

nl,o (τo , ρl,o ))

l

−

X

Co ρl,o × τo × nl,o (τo , ρl,o ) × cl

l

(23)
Lemma 2: The amount of training data nl,o possesses
a concave relationship with τo and ρl,o jointly, and hence,
the utility function Uo (τo , ρl,o ) is concave and has a unique
maximum (τo∗ , ρ∗l,o ).
Proof. The proof is detailed in Appendix B.
One can notice that nl,o for a task depends on other tasks’
payments, which requires each orchestrator to have the knowledge of other payments from other orchestrators. As such, we
can make use of the concavity property of the utility function
to employ an iterative optimization procedure, that is, in each
iteration, each orchestrator passes its payment information to
the other orchestrators as a simple message, and then optimizes
its utility function locally based on the passed information. The
orchestrators keep passing information and optimizing until
all the orchestrators obtain the optimal strategy. The PBTA
algorithm with backward induction is detailed in Algorithm 1.

Pl,o =

Bo
rl,o
weights
W rl,o T comm −Bo
l,o

(

2

√

Co
P

)

− 1;

ρ3

l,o
nl,o = ϕl,o τo
;
o Co ρl,o
if nl,o < nmin or Pl,o > Pmax or fl,o > fmax
then
nl,o = 0 , fl,o = 0 , Pl,o = 0;
for k = i+1:O do
Tl,o
;
Tk,o = Tk,o + O−i

P ← P \ ρl,o ;

TABLE I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS
Time limit Tmax
Bandwidth Wl,o
Maximum transmission powers Pmax
Distance range
Maximum CPU frequencies fmax
On chip capacitance µ
Maximum number of iterations τmax
Bit precision Vow
Learner dataset size No
Models complexity Co
Number of weights Sow

V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
A. Simulation Setup
We have conducted the simulation considering 15 learners
and 3 orchestrators. The considered ML models are Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs). The first two orchestrators
have similar datasets and models, while the third orchestrator
has a less complex model, where complexity refers to the depth
of the CNN. All the simulation parameters are detailed in Table
I. In the results, we run multiple simulations and show the
mean values for the utility functions and parameters across all
learners and orchestrators.

σ2
hl,o

500s
1 MHz
[30, 3, 0.3]mW
[5, 50] m
[250, 175, 150]MHz
1 × 10−22
6
64 bits
6000
[7.5, 7.5, 5]×105
[850, 850, 350]×106

B. Performance Evaluation
We first show the convergence of the PBTA algorithm in
Fig 2. We can see that for all the orchestrators, the algorithm
converges within 15 iterations. Moreover, the orchestrators
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with more complex models achieved a higher utility value.
In order to explain this behavior, we examine the learners’
strategy for a whole training process with 10 global cycles
in terms of task participation percentage to each orchestrator,
the amount of allocated training data, the transmission power
percentage, and the computational resources percentage, which
are depicted in Figure 3. In Figure 3 (a), we can see that
a higher percentage of learners preferred to participate with
orchestrators that have more complex models. Similarly, in
Figure 3 (b) and (d), it can be seen that the learners have
participated with fewer data to the orchestrator with the less
complex model, and allocated less computational resources.
This is due to the fact that in participation with that model,
learners do not attain higher revenue, and hence, it allocates
less CPU frequency and data in order to consume less energy.
Whereas with the complex models, learners allocate more
resources since the gained revenue will be higher and cover
the cost of the energy. However, we can observe in Figure
3 (c) that all the learners have similar strategies in terms of
transmission power for all the orchestrators. In fact, unlike the
other strategies, the transmission power does not depend on
nor affect the revenue explicitly, and it heavily depends on the
communication channel behavior and the allocated bandwidth
from the orchestrator.
Afterward, to justify the choice of the hyperparameter
θcomp in the system, we study the learners’ behavior as
θcomp changes, which represents the proportion of time for
computation. Figure 4 depicts the average utility function value
across the learners. We can notice that for low values of θcomp ,
the utility function is at zero since the learners do not have
enough time to participate in any task. As θcomp increases,
the utility function value keeps increasing until it reaches a
nominal point at θcomp ∼ 0.76 and then decreases sharply
afterward. This shows that the optimal proportion of time
allocated for computation is around 76%, which results in
obtaining the highest utility value for the learners. In fact,
if this proportion keeps increasing, the time allocated for
communication keeps decreasing, which results in enforcing
higher transmission power to upload the models on time, and

Fig. 2. Convergence behavior of the proposed PBTA algorithm

eventually results in more energy consumption.
C. Performance Comparison
We compare the proposed PBTA algorithm with a random
strategy as the baseline that selects random values which
respect the constraints, and the proposed approach in [3]
as the benchmark. The latter approach is similar in terms
of modeling the SB game, where the orchestrator’s utility
is represented in terms of the accuracy function and the
payment, and the learners’ utility in terms of the revenue and
energy consumption. However, unlike our approach, it only
optimized for the number of data samples at the learner side
and considered a fixed number of local training iterations,
while our approach optimizes them along with the resources
of each learner. In Figure 5, we show a statistical comparison
in terms of the Cumulative Function Distribution (CDF) of
the orchestrator and learner utility function value across 50
global cycles. In Figure 5 (a), the CDF of the average learners
utility function is shown. We can see that the random strategy
is the worst as its range is way below the other two with a
median of ∼ 0.28. As for the PBTA, it clearly outperforms
the benchmark with a median of ∼ 0.64, while the latter has a
median of ∼ 0.4. Similarly, in Figure 5 (b), the corresponding
CDF of the average orchestrators utility function is shown. Our
PBTA algorithm achieves better utility function values with a
median of ∼ 0.7 than the benchmark which achieves a median
of ∼ 0.61, and the random strategy is the worst with a median
of ∼ 0.28.
VI. C ONCLUSION
In this work, we aimed to design a joint incentive mechanism and resource allocation for a multi-orchestrator MEL
system. We modeled the whole learning process as a multiround SB game, where each round represents a global cycle.
Due to the intractability of the utility functions optimization,
we proposed a heuristic algorithm, namely, the payment based
time allocation (PBTA), where learners allot their time to each

Fig. 3. The learners’ strategy in terms of (a) task participation (b) data
participation for a task (c) transmission power (d) CPU frequency
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orchestrator based on its payment and then determine the optimal number of data samples and the assigned resources to each
orchestrator based on the allocated time. Finally, we evaluated
the performance of the algorithm in terms of convergence and
learners’ behavior and then compared our results to a recent
state-of-the-art approach. The conducted simulations show that
our proposed PBTA algorithm outperforms the other approach
in terms of orchestrators and learners’ utility functions.
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matrix H with respect to τo and ρl,o has to be negative semidefinite, i.e., det(H) ≤ 0. We first find the partial second
derivatives as follows:
 2

2
∂ Ul,o
∂ρ2

H =  ∂ 2 Ul,o

l,o

∂ρl,o τo

l,o o

∂ 2 τo
∂τo ρl,o

Ul (nl,o ) = Co ρl,o × τo × nl,o −

3µτo3 Co3 n2l,o
comp 2 = 0
(Tl,o
)

(25)

and by rearranging the terms we have:
n2l,o

=

nl,o

comp 2
(Tl,o
) ρl,o

3µτo2 Co2
comp √
Tl,o
ρl,o
= √
3µτo Co

(26)

(27)

where we disregard the negative root since nl,o has to be
θ comp C ρ
comp
positive. Since Tl,o
= P Cooρl,ol,o × Tmax we can express
o
nl,o as follows:
q
√
comp
ρ3l,o
ϕ
l
θ
Tmax ρl,o ρl,o
P
P
√
nl,o =
=
(28)
τo o Co ρl,o
3µτo o Co ρl,o
comp

Tmax
with ϕl = θ √3µ
. Since the amount of data cannot
exceed the total dataset size No and cannot go below task
requirements nmin , the optimal amount of training data is as
follows:

nl,o < nmin


√0
ϕl ρ3l,o
nl,o = τ P C ρ
(29)
nmin ≤ nl,o < No ■

 o o o l,o
No
nl,o ≥ No

o

o l,o

9
P
− √
4 ρl,o τo o Co ρl,o

Since we have the expression fl,o in terms of nl,o in (19),
the utility function can be reformulated as follows:

Co ρl,o τo −

(30)

P
P
2Co2 ρ3l,o + 3ρl,o ( o Co ρl,o )2 − 3Co ρ2l,o ( o Co ρl,o )
∂ 2 Ul,o
q
=
P
∂ρ2l,o
ρ3 τ (
C ρ )3
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µτo3 Co3 n3l,o
Pl,o Boweights
comp 2 −
up
(Tl,o )
rl,o
(24)
and the optimization problem in (16) becomes unconstrained
single variable optimization. Consequently, to find the optimal
value of nl,o , we find the solution that satisfies the equation
∂Ul
∂nl,o = 0 as follows:

∂ Ul,o
∂ρl,o τo 
∂ 2 Ul,o
∂τo2

q
2
ρ3l,o
2
∂ τo
P
= 3
∂ρ2l,o
τo o Co ρl,o
q
P
√
2Co ρ3l,o − 3 ρl,o o Co ρl,o
P
=
2τo2 ( o Co ρl,o )2

(31)

(32)

(33)

Therein,
P
P
3ρl,o (( j̸=o Cj ρl,j )2 + 6Co ρl,o j̸=o Cj ρl,j )
P
det(H) = −
4(τo o Co ρl,o )4
3ρl,o (Co ρl,o )2
P
+
4(τo o Co ρl,o )4
(34)
since det(H) is always negative, the term nl,o is concave with
respect to τo and ρl,o . As for the orchestrators’ utility function,
the accuracy function Ao is concave, and the concave function
of a concave term is also concave [20]. The payment function
for a single learner:
q
ϕl Co ρ5l,o
Γo (ρl,o ) = P
× cl
(35)
o Co ρl,o
is a single variable function and can be shown to be convex
as follows:
P
ρ4l,o (3Co ρl,o + 5 j̸=o Cj ρl,j )
dΓo
q
=
(36)
P
dρl,o
2 ρ5l,o ( o Co ρl,o )2
P
ρ3l,o (3(Co ρl,o )2 + 10Co ρl,o j̸=o Cj ρl,j )
d2 Γo
q
=
P
dρ2l,o
4 ρ5l,o ( o Co ρl,o )3
P
(37)
15ρ3l,o ( j̸=o Cj ρl,j )2 )
+ q
P
4 ρ5l,o ( o Co ρl,o )3
2

and since ddρΓ2 o is positive, the payment function is convex.
l,o
Therefore, it follows that the utility function Uo = Ao − Γo is
also concave. ■

A PPENDIX B
L EMMA 2
First, we disregard the positive term ϕl since it is a constant.
In order to prove the concavity of the term nl,o , the hessian
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